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Abstract. In the philosophy of behavior-based robotics, design of complex behavior needs the interaction of basic behaviors that are easily
implemented. Action selection mechanism selects the most appropriate
behavior among them to achieve goals of robot. Usually, robot might
have one or more goals that conflict each other and needs a mechanism
to coordinate them. Bayesian network represents the dependencies
among variables with directed acyclic graph and infers posterior probability using prior knowledge. This paper proposes a method to improve
behavior network, action selection mechanism that uses the graph of behaviors, goals and sensors with activation spreading, using goal inference mechanism of Bayesian network learned automatically. Experimental results on Khepera mobile robot show that the proposed method
can generate more appropriate behaviors.

1

Introduction

There are many Action Selection Mechanisms (ASMs) to combine behaviors for generating high-level behaviors including spreading activation network, subsumption
architecture and hierarchical ASM [1]. The ASM is essential in behavior-based robotics because it selects appropriate one among candidate behaviors and coordinates
them. Usually, ASMs cannot insert goals into the model in explicit or implicit manner.
Behavior network, one of ASM, can contain goals of robot in implicit manner and
propagates activation of behaviors in two directions (forward and backward) through
the network for dynamic selection [2].
Behavior network can have many goals that need to be active in different environments and status. User can insert prior knowledge of goal activation into behavior
network in the design stage of behavior network but it is difficult to capture and represent the knowledge. There are some computational methodologies to represent knowledge into graph model with inference capability such as Bayesian network, fuzzy
concept network and fuzzy cognitive map [3,4,5]. Above all, Bayesian network has
been used practically to infer goals of software users in Microsoft Excel [6].
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In previous work [7], we proposed a method to combine behavior modules evolved
on CAM-Brain [8] using behavior network. In this paper, we attempt to apply Bayesian network to represent prior knowledge about goal activation in behavior network
and infer posterior probability with observed variables. Bayesian network estimates
the importance of goals with some observed sensor data. Structure of Bayesian network can be learned from the data that are collected with some different approaches
such as conditional independence tests [9], scoring-based optimization [10] and hybrid
of the two approaches [11]. In this paper, scoring-based method is adopted to construct Bayesian network because manual construction of network needs much effort
and is impossible with observed raw sensor data.
In general, there are three kinds of agent architectures: deliberation, reactive agent
and hybrid architectures. In imitation of the cognitive architecture of the human's
brain, a new type of agent architecture is proposed and a robot soccer team underlying
this framework is established [12]. To model complex systems, software agents need
to combine cognitive abilities to reason about complex situations, and reactive abilities to meet hard deadlines. Guessoum proposed an operational hybrid agent model
which mixes well known paradigms (objects, actors, production rules and ATN) and
real-time performances [13]. There are some works related to hybrid agent architectures like combination of reactive control and deliberative planning [14,15,16].
Experiments are conducted on Khepera mobile robot simulator with four basic behaviors. Bayesian network structure is learned using the data that are collected from
the experimental environments. Experimental results show that the proposed method
of behavior network with Bayesian network is promising.

2

Behavior Network

Competition of behaviors is the basic characteristics of behavior network. Each behavior gets higher activation level than other behaviors from forward and backward
activation spreading. Among candidate behaviors, one that has the highest activation
level is selected and has control of robot. Activation level a of behavior is calculated
as follows. Precondition is the sensor that is likely to be true when the behavior is
executed. Add list is a set of conditions that are likely to be true by the execution of
behavior and delete list is a set of conditions that are likely to be false by the execution of behavior. Figure 1 is a typical example of behavior network.
Forward propagation: Activation a is updated as the value added by environmental
sensors that are precondition of the behavior. n means the number of sensors, and as is
the activation level of the sensor.
n

∆a1 =

∑ f (a

si

)

(1)

i =1

φ × a si
f (a si ) = 
 0

s i ∈ precondition
s i ∉ precondition

(2)
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Fig. 1. An example of behavior network (S: sensors, B: behavior, G: goal). Solid line among
behaviors represents predecessor link and dashed line represents successor link

Backward propagation: Activation a is updated as the value by goals that are directly connected to the behavior. If the execution of the behavior is desirable for the
goal, positive goal-behavior link get active between them. Otherwise, negative goalbehavior link get active between them. n means the number of goals, and ag is the
activation level of the goal.
n

∆a 2 =

∑ f (a
i =1

γ × a g i
f (a gi ) = 
 0

gi

)

g i ∈ positive link
g i ∉ negative link

(3)

(4)

Internal spreading: Activation a is updated as the value added by other behaviors
that are directly connected. If the execution of behavior B is desirable for behavior A,
predecessor link from A to B and successor link from B to A get active. If the execution of behavior B is not desirable for behavior A, conflictor link from A to B is active.
Here, n is the number of behaviors, and ab is the activation level of the behavior.
n

∆a3 =

∑ f (a
i =1

abi

 φ /γ × a

bi
f (abi ) = 
−
/
×
δ
γ
a
bi


0

bi

)

(5)

predecessor link from bi
successor link from bi
conflictor link from bi

(6)

otherwise

Finally, the activation of a is updated as follows.
a' = a + ∆a1 + ∆a 2 + ∆a3

(7)

If the activation level a′ is larger than threshold θ and the precondition of the behavior is true, the behavior becomes a candidate to be selected. Among candidate
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behaviors, the highest activation behavior is chosen. Threshold θ is reduced by 10%
and the activation update procedure is performed until there are candidate behaviors.

3

Behavior Selection with Bayesian Network

Behavior-based approach is to realize intelligence without any explicit representation.
This property makes robot react immediately to unexpected situation such as “navigation on unknown planet.” Robot does not have complex internal representation to
process input signal. For higher behaviors, it is desirable to combine the reactive behaviors using some extra mechanisms like ASM.
Adding learning, inference and planning capabilities can improve ASM. Designing
ASM is not an easy task because there are many variables to consider and knowledge
about environment is not enough. Learning algorithm can determine the structure of
ASM automatically and change a part of structure adaptively to the environments.
Inference module uses computational model such as Bayesian network, fuzzy concept
network and fuzzy cognitive map to represent prior knowledge and estimates unknown
variables. ASM is not adequate to insert knowledge for inference and cannot select
behaviors properly when the problem contains uncertainty. Planning optimizes the
sequence of behaviors for solving the task.
In this paper, we focus on inference mechanism for ASM. Bayesian network is used
to infer goals of behavior network that has one or more goals. Robot has several sensors that are represented as real value. Behavior-based robot uses only the sensor
information to infer the status of environment. It is impossible to construct Bayesian
network manually using the information of sensors. Therefore, Bayesian network
structure is determined by learning from data that are collected from the environment.
3.1

Bayesian Network

Consider a domain U of n discrete variables x1,…,xn, where each xi has a finite number
of states. A Bayesian network for U represents a joint probability distribution over U
by encoding (1) assertions of conditional independence and (2) a collection of probability distributions. Specifically, a Bayesian network B can be selected as the
pair ( Bs , Θ) , where Bs is the structure of the network, and Θ is a set of parameters
that encode local probability distributions [17]. Figure 2 shows an example of Bayesian network that has six variables.
The joint probability for any desired assignment of values <y1, …, yn> to the tuple
of network variables <Y1, …, Yn> can be computed by the following equation:
n

P( y1 ,..., y n ) =

∏ P( y

i

| Parents (Yi ))

i =1

where Parents(Yi) denotes the set of immediate predecessors of Yi in the network.

(8)
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Fig. 2. An example of Bayesian network

3.2

Bayesian Network Learning

In this paper, we focus on learning structure of Bayesian network from data. The
problem of learning a Bayesian network can be informally stated as: Given a training
set D={u1,…,uN} of instances of U, find a network B that best matches D. This optimization process is implemented in practice by using heuristic search techniques to
find the best candidate over the space of possible networks. Scoring function assesses
each Bayesian network using Bayesian formalism or minimum description length
(MDL). Algorithm B based on greedy search is a representative method to find the
structure of Bayesian network using scoring function [10]. Algorithm B is as follows.
Step 1: Initialize the network with no arc.
Step 2: Select arc(A→B) that has maximum increase of scoring function when the arc
is inserted.
Step 3: Insert A→B into directed acyclic graph (DAG).
Step 4: Detect and remove cycles and remove it.
Step 5: Repeat 2-4 until there is no improvement or no arc inserted.

Usually, each Bayesian network is represented as a matrix and each element of the
matrix represents link between nodes. Detection of cycle is easily conducted by
checking links between ancestors and descendants of a node.
3.3

Behavior Network with Inference

Behavior network has one or more goals to be achieved in the environments. Coordination of their activation cannot be fixed in design stage of behavior network because
there is uncertainty. Bayesian network is adopted to infer activation of goal from some
observations from the environments. The structure of Bayesian network is automatically learned from the data that are collected from wandering. Observed variables are
sensor information that can be collected from the robot sensors including distance,
light and velocity. From these data, it is possible to estimate unknown variables including area information, emergency level and cooperation with other agents. Equation (3) is modified as follows:
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n

∆a 2 =

m

∑∑ f (a
i =1 j =1

gi

) × ri , j × P(v j | observation)

(9)

where m is the number of unknown variables, and ri , j is the relevance of goal i with
respect to variable j. This value is determined manually. P(v j | observation) is cal-

culated using Bayesian network and equation (8).

4

Experimental Results

Khepera was originally designed for research and education in the framework of a
Swiss Research Priority Program (see Figure 3). It allows confrontation to the real
world of algorithms developed in simulation for trajectory execution, obstacle avoidance, pre-processing of sensory information, and hypothesis test on behavior processing. Khepera robot has two wheels. Eight infrared proximity sensors are placed around
the robot.

Fig. 3. Mobile robot, Khepera

Two different experimental environments are used (Figure 4). Environment-I (E-I)
is designed to test the proposed method with manually constructed Bayesian network.
Environment-II (E-II) is for automatically constructed Bayesian network. In E-I, there
are two points (A, B) where robot must pass. Light source is positioned in A. Robot
can detect position A with the level of light sensor. Problem of E-I is to detect robot's
unexpected stop and make appropriate change of goal. In the design stage of behavior
network for E-I, it is difficult to incorporate of how to manage this situation. Problem
of E-II is different with one of E-I. Robot must pass light sources in Area 2 and
Area 3.
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Fig. 4. Two different experimental environments. (a) Environment-I (b) Environment-II
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Fig. 5. Bayesian network that is manually constructed
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Fig. 6. Comparison with behavior network and the proposed method. (a) behavior network (b)
the proposed method
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4.1

Experiment I

Prior knowledge of this environment I is that robot frequently stops because it considers light source as obstacle. Also robot stops in position B by the small obstacle that is
not easy to detect. Goal of agent is to go A and B sequentially (A and B are noted in
Figure 4-(a)). Bayesian network is designed manually in a very simple form. The
position of robot is estimated from the sensor information including light sensors and
distance sensors. Figure 5 shows this Bayesian network and figure 6 shows a comparison with behavior network and the proposed method. The proposed method shows
that robot can pass two positions without stopping but the behavior network without
Bayesian network makes the robot stop at A.
4.2

Experiment II

There are four different areas in E-II (Area1, Area2, Area3, and Area4). Area1 is a
start position that has many small obstacles. Area2 contains two light sources and
Area3 contains one light source. Area 4 has simple obstacles. If robot can recognize
area using observed information, behavior network can generate more appropriate
behavior sequences. Robot uses three behaviors evolved on CAM-Brain [7]. They are
“Avoiding obstacles,” “Going straight,” and “Following light.”
Following light:

The robot goes to stronger light. It must operate this module to go
to the light source.
Avoiding obstacle: If there is an obstacle around the robot, it avoids obstacles without bumping against it.
Going straight:
If there is nothing around the robot, it goes ahead. This module
makes it to move continuously without stopping.
Figure 7 shows the behavior network for experiment II. There are two different
links among behaviors. Predecessor link is represented with solid line and successor
link is represented with dashed line. There are five different environmental sensors
that can be inferred from original raw sensor data. They are defined as follows.
Obstacle is near:
If the distance sensor is less than 1000, it becomes true.
Nothing around robot: If the distance sensor is less than 1000, it becomes true.
Light level I:
If the light sensor is less than 400, it becomes true.
Light level II:
If 400 < the light sensor < 450, it becomes true.
No light source:
If the light sensor is larger than 450, it becomes true.
Light sensor has the value ranged from 50 to 500 and 50 means that light source is
near. Distance sensor has the value ranged from 0 to 1024 where 1024 means that the
obstacle is very near.
Three goals are defined as follows.
Minimizing bumping A: If the distance sensor is larger than 1020, it becomes true.
Minimizing bumping B: If the distance sensor is less than 800, it becomes true.
Going to light source:
If the light sensor is larger than 450, it becomes true.
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If the robot is in Area1, the value of distance sensor is large and needs to avoid
bumping. If the robot is in Area4, the value of distance sensor is small and needs to go
straight. If the light sensor has lower value, robot will propagate signals to “Following
light.”
Behaviors

Sensors
Obstacle
Is Near

Avoiding
Obstacle

Light Level II
Nothing
Around Robot
Light Level I

Going
Straight

Goals

Minimizing
Bumping A
Minimizing
Bumping B

Following
Light

No Light
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Fig. 7. Behavior network for experiment II
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Fig. 8. Data collection for Bayesian network learning

Figure 8 shows the procedure of collecting data from the experimental environments. Robot moves randomly and user evaluates robot's position as one of “Area1,”
“Area2,” “Area3,” and “Area4.” Khepera robot has 8 distance sensors and 8 light
sensors of real value. Training data for Bayesian network have 20 variables (16 sensor
values and 4 area information). If robot is in Area1, the variable for Area1 is 1.0 and
other area variables are 0.0.
Bayesian network is learned using algorithm the B based on Tabu search [10]. Figure 9 shows the structure of Bayesian network that determines the position of robot.
Bayesian network consists of 14 nodes (four nodes are area variables and ten nodes
are related with distance and light sensors). We expected that light information was
very important because light source can be used as criterion to classify bottom area
with top area. Area2 and Area3 can be classified with the strength of light because
Area2 has two light sources but area3 has one light source. The learned Bayesian
network represents the information well. Two light sensor nodes directly link to
Area2.
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Fig. 9. Bayesian network that are learned from the collected data

Figure 10 shows experimental results in E-II. In (a,b), robot navigates the area with
behavior sequence that is determined using the behavior network. The network selects
one behavior at a time and executes it. In (c), robot navigates the area with the combination of behavior network and Bayesian network learned. Bayesian network determines the conditional probability of area1, area2, area3, and area4 with observed
sensors. Unlike the robots in (a) and (b), robot passes light source in (c). Goal of robot
is to visit four areas without exception and if there is a light source, it must go to pass
the source.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 10. Experimental results with Bayesian network learned. (a,b) Behavior network without
Bayesian network (c) The proposed method

5

Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed a method for improving behavior network with Bayesian network that is learned from data. Behavior network can implicitly insert goals
into the model but has no mechanism to coordinate goals without conflict. In this
reason, some computational methodology to support inference with prior knowledge is
needed. There are many inference models but Bayesian network is widely used and
can provide sound mathematical foundations for inference and learning. To reduce
user's difficulty in design of Bayesian network, the learning from data is adopted.
Fuzzy concept network and fuzzy cognitive map can be candidates for inference of
behavior network but there is no learning algorithm of structure for them. The different experiments show that the proposed method can perform better than behavior
network without Bayesian network. As a future work, we will apply the model to more
complex and realistic problems like avoiding movable obstacle.
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